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This summer IlASA will establish two funds intended to
strengthen our collaborationwith scientistsfrom the developing world. Almost everyone who has heard of IlASA
knows that it began as a center tor collaboration between
scientists from East and West. Far fewer people appreciate how much attention NASA has paid historically to
North-South issues or understand the contributions to
IIASA's work by Southern scientists: an early IlASA study
of global agriculture and trade, acase study of sustainable
development on the island of Mauritius, and ongoing efforts to adapt IIASA's
successful RAINS model of regional acidification for use in Southeast Asia
(Options, Winter '93) are just three examples. Young IlASA researchers from
India, Mexico, China, and Kenya have movedon to important poslions in their
own research communitieswhile remaining part of the IlASA family.
None became better known, albeit in the political arena rather than the
saentific, than Luis Donaldo Colosio. His assassinationin Tijuana on 23 March
1994 while campaigning for the presidencyof Mexico ended a brilliant poliiical career. His death is a great loss to his country, his family, and his many
friends.
In his honor IlASA will estaMish a Luis Donaldo Coloslo Fellowship.
The fellowship will allow young Mexican researchers to spend time at IlASA
working with scholars from around the world, as Colosio himsel did in 1978
and 1979.
IIASA's greater emphasis in the post-Cold War era on global change calls
not onlvforthe involvement of more individuals from the South. but also institutions:What is needed is the formal membership in IIASAO~several Southern
countries. IIASA's Governing Council agreed last November to establish a
North-South Fund to be used toward the globalization of our programs, staff,
and membership. The Rockefeller Foundation has generously agreed to make
the first outside contribution.
Discussionswith several Southern countries about membership in IlASA
are now under way. If NASA is to play a significant part in the study of global
change, it must be global in its membership and its outlook. We fully expect
that these two funds will help us to achieve our goals.

*

*

*

As this issue of Optlonswas being prepared for press, IIASA's Governing
Council a0~r0vedthe aoolication of two new national member oraanizations.
the ent ti if or ~ t r a t e ~studies
id
of the Slovak Republic and the icademy of
Sciences of the Republic of Kazakhstan. We at IlASA look forward to fruitful
cooperation with these institutions
and with the scientific communities

Peter E. de Jgnosi
Director
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Water Resources in a Changing World
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T HAS BECOME COMMONPLACE TO SAY THAT WATER IS ESSENTIAL TO LIFE, YET QUESTIONS OF WATER

were not prominent in either the 1987 Brundtland Commission report or the 1992 Earth Summit.
A consensus is now emerging in the literature on global change and sustainable development
that this was a mistake - that water may in fact be the environmental problem of the 21st century. M
Supporters of this view contend that appraisals of global change tend to sidestep water issues
because of their complexity H Perhaps no other problem is subject to such a variety of influences
operating at so many scales and time frames, or such a tangle of uncertainties. I Population
growth, economic development, technological change, transboundary conflicts - these are only a
few of the factors that bear directly on water supply, demand, and quality. Every year we synthesize some 10,000 new organic chemical compounds, and many of those chemicals will make their
way into ground and surface water. H Industrialized countries have made progress controlling point
sources of water pollution, but we are just beginning to understand the importance of diffuse pollution and consumption emissions. Few people realize that water systems in many cities in developed countries are nearing the end of their useful lives, or appreciate the cost of rehabilitating them.
The developing world faces even greater water problems. It is naive to think, as some people
have suggested, that environmental issues in the Third World are comparable to the First World a
century or so ago: developing countries have or will soon have all of the pollution problems of modern agriculture, industry, and urbanization. Their greatest problem is explosive population growth.
H Several Third World cities already have populations in the tens of millions. I It is estimated that
the provision of reasonable watersupply and sanitation in these cities, even with their present populations, would cost US $300-$400 billion. H Future water shortages are almost inevitable.
Modest economic growth would probably worsen scarcities: higher incomes usually mean higher
rates of water use. Efforts to study these problems are hampered by lack of data, especially at the
river basin scale. The possibility of changes in climate, which could affect water supply, demand,
and quality, compound the uncertainty 8 Dealing with these problems will require new approaches.
Questions of water quality and quantity can no longer be addressed separately Efforts must be
made to break institutional barriers and to integrate policies for land use and water management. I
We must address problems at the scale of river basins, the natural hydrological unit. This has
been one of the goals of IIASA's Water Resources project. Since 1992 we have pursued two
themes: water quality management in Central and Eastern Europe and the potential effects of climate change, socioeconomic development, and population growth on water resources and society.
H On the following pages are brief descriptions of some of this work.
L~SIIOSomlyddy
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Managing Water Quality
in Central and Eastern Europe
n their desire to achieve a Western standard of living.
the peoples of Central and Eastern Europe have turned
to Western models. For clothes and cars, institutions
and technologies -for almost everything the Western
way is the preferred way. But in cases of environmental
policy-making, and specifically in the case of water quality management, it is doubtful that the Western path will
lead them quickly to their goal.
Western concepts of water quality management grew
in societies that were able and willing to pay a high prtce
for top quality water. In the past two decades some
Western countries spent 1 percent or more of their gross
domestic product on municipal sewage treatment. Western
legislators and regulators had the luxury of imposing high
and uniform water quality standards and emissions reductions. Water managers could project trends and plan with
reasonable confidence, knowing that laws and economies
changed relatively slowly. ~ewpeopleasked if water of
the best possible quality was always needed; environmental and health issues were paramount; the economic implications of standards and goals were rarely or never
addressed. Key concepts in the Western model, such as
uniform standards based on the best available technology, could take root only in these circumstances.

I

'

None of these conditions apply in Central and Eastern
Europe. Money is in short supply. Institutions, laws, and
regulations are constantly changing. The economic future
is, to say the least, unclear; per capita GDP is roughly a
tenth to a fifth of the West European average.
Water quality managers and policy makers face a
task far more complex than their counterparts in the West.
The transition to water quality approaching Western norms
will take longer than generally believed- at least two or
three decades.
This message is not popular in Central and Eastern
Europe. Politicians are under pressure to copy Western
environmental legislationand regulations. This would be
unfortunate: Central and East Europeans have too much
experience with laws and standards that are impressive
on paper but unachievable in practice.
In 1992 IIASA's Water Resources project began a study
of Degraded River Basins in Central and Eastern Europe.
The goal was to develop innovative strategies and methods for water quality management that would be practical and affordable in the short term, yet flexible, allowing
gradual tightening of water quality standards as
economies improve. The central question has been, how
can these countries effectthe greatest improvement in the

The graph shows the investment needed to increase dissolved oxygen levels in Slovakia's Nitra River. The West can afford standards based on the best available technology East European countries must consider intermediate standards and technolcgies.

environment with the scarce finances available? Among
other things, the project has:

* assembled data on the late-1980sstate of water sup
ply, collection networks, wastewater treatment, sludge
handling, and sutface waters in five countries (Poland,
the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, and Bulgaria)
including detailed data for all towns with populations
greater than 25,000;
investigatedthe potential use of various "soft" tools
(water pricing, sewage charges, taxes and subsidies, loans to encourage innovation, etc.);

I

I

explored management approaches at the river basin
scale and variable water quality standards based
on real uses and needs rather than on uniformstandards;
developed a flexible decision support system to aid
management and policy-making at the river basin
level and applied it in a case study of the Nitra River
(box below);
Basin in ~ k v a k i a
conducted laboratory experiments and full-scale tests
of cost-effective methods to increasethe capacity of
overloaded wastewater treatment plants (page 8).

Decision Support for River Basin Manaaement

major part of the Degraded River Basins study was
the development of a decision support system for
water quality management at the river basin level.
Such tools have been under development for
more than 20 years, but in the past there were few
applications. The reasons were manifold: understanding of biological and chemical processes was insuflicient, leading to poor performance of submodels;
computing demands were large; monitoring ambient
water quality and/or variable effluent standards was
difficult.
Today few or none of these arguments are valid.
A good decision support system can, at the very least,
help water quality officials to plan strategically and to
develop a range of options with a special focus on cost
control.
The system developed at IlASA is generic, for
use in different river basins. It can work wRh multiple
pollutants, different modeling methods, and linear and
nonlinear water quality models. Special attention was
paid to problems of uncertainty, allowing the system to
work effectively with limited or poor-quality data. The
model can optimize costs of Initial investment or annual
operations, water quality impacts, or multi-objective
--

A

Water
quality goa

com~n~onss_-------------

The first application was a comprehensive case
study of Slovakia's Nitra River Basin. The study found
that to adopt European Union water quality standards
and treatment procedures would cost US $90 million;
but an investment of $15 million would give water quality of about 80 percent of the current EU standard,
roughly comparable to many West European rivers a
decade ago.
Data collection is now under way for applications
in the SBd-Nados system in Hungary and the Varta
River Basin in Poland.
llya Masliev and Maddumage Kularatb--

policy modt
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Water management policy now and forthe foreseeable future will be driven largely by the legacy of the past
40 years. Formerly socialist countries must deal with the
co- existence of traditional and toxic pollutants and extensive contamination of soils, sediments, and groundwater, especially in the vicinity of old industrial and military
sites. The infrastructure is distorted by past policies that
favored water supply over sewer construction and treatment: in general water supply is adequate, sewage collection systems are less than adequate, wastewater treatment worse, and disposal of treated sludge even less
developed.
Nearly 20,000 rural communities with a third of the
population in the five countries Sumeyed have primitive
infrastructures.The past tendency to focus on water supply and neglect collection and treatment tends to increase
pollution. These small ~ommunitiesare a major strategic issue. A cost-effectiveand susta~nablewater management strategy should aim to reduce consumption at
the household level, control local disposal, and encourage recycling and reuse. Constructionof expensive sewers should not be automatic; small, naturaltreatment systems could be widely used, depending on population
density and site conditions.
Many wastewater treatment plants in towns and cities
are overloaded. Less than 30 percent of the sewage gets
secondary treatment, which removes about 70 percent
of organic material.
There are more than 1000 partially c o n s t ~ ~ t treated
ment plants in the five countries surveyed, most of them
In Poland. Many are oversized -some by as much as 100
percent - because past practice in forecasting of need
was a linear extrapolation of earlier growth. Forecasters
always assumed that water was free.
That picture has changed completely. Realistic water
and wastewater fees are being introduced, industry is
restructuring, and the composition of detergents is shiftIng. The quality and quantity of wastewater are changing. Partially built plants should be reassessed and in
some cases redesigned.
There is a great danger of overdesign~ngtreatment
systems and committing huge sums of money unnecessarily. The city of Budapest offers an example. Serious
consideration is being given to spending US $300 million
on a h~gh-capacity
advanced wastewater treatment plant;
yet it is not clear that the capacity will be needed (page
8). Tests at the main treatment plant in Budapest indicate
that for about 1 percent as much investment the current
capacity could be increased by at least 60 percent through
chemical upgrading. This might meet local needs for many
years.
At the very least, chem~calupgrading of existing overloaded plants, or those that might soon be overloaded,
given better sewage collection systems, would buy time.
Economic tools havegreat potential to reduce water use
and wastewater flows. Water consumption in Hungary
has dropped 20 to 30 percent since the introduction of

charges that reflect the actual cost of services- relative
to incomes they are perhaps the highest in Europe. The
same is happentng or will soon happen elsewhere in the
region.
Legislators have barely explored the use of othersoft
tools. Subsidies, tax breaks, and loans could be used in
the early stages of transition to encourage the use of clean
technologies in industry and agriculture. Restructuring in
these sectors has already improved water quality, albeit
unintentionally. Shutdowns and slowdowns of old factories have taken the strain off overloaded treatment plants
and helped to raise water quality in some rivers by one or
two classes. Decreased use of fertilizers has reduced nutrient loads, though to a smaller extent due to the long-term
accumulation in soils.
Taxes and user fees, pollution charges and fines are
the counterpoint to subsidies and loans: financial sticks
to match the carrots. In general, the goal should be to
use soft tools as much as possible. New treatment capao
ity should be built only after monitoring the changes in
wastewater flows. Mistaken forecasts can be expensive;
each cubic meter per day of treatment capacity costs
US $500-$1000, depending on plant size and effluent
criteria.
Where there is a clear need for new plants, they
should be built in stages. Depending on the collection
system, the composition of wastewater, and the type of
receiving water (river, lake, sea) the first stage could be
a low-cpst mechanical/chemicaisystem, with the option
of adding a biological stage later. Alternatively, it could
be a partial biological treatment (no primary treatment
and small-volume aeration).
Strategies should be based on a river basin
approach,The Idea is to look at the actual or desired uses
of sudace waters - a steel plant and a fish hatchery have
different needs - then, in light of th~s,to set ambient water
quality goals for each section of each river. These amhient goals can in turn be translated into effluent standards
which can be monitored and enforced.
Computerized models can be a valuable aid in setting variable standards and in evaluating control strateghes and eco~omictools. One of the principal ~utputsof
this study is a decision support system for analysis on
the river basin scale (page 6).
Ideally mqnicipallties should pay for the technologies and pol~ciesselected, but this is unlikely in the short
run. They will need loans or substdies, Financing schemes
should support plans that move in the long term to
self-financing on the income from sewage fees or other
water-related revenue.

W

e began by asking how Central and East Europeans could effect the greatest improvement in
their environments given scarce finances. Our
conclusion is that attempts to go directly to a Western
model are likely to fail. Unrformity of qualtty standards

Bsls sh0.z rnar lor a len m ~bondollars Ire capac ly 01 me korrn B~oapesrW.7ste.valer Treatrrre~lrPan1 COLSOoe ncreased by
at least 60 percent through chem~calupgrading New brolog~caltrealmenl capacrty woulo cost hundreds 01 rn!llrons 01 dol~ars
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Chemical Upgrading of Wastewater Treatment
ly to couple mechanical and biological techniques with
aboratory tests by IlASA at four wastewater treatment plants, plus afull-scale test at the largest treatchemical systems.
ment plant in Hungary, show that Central and East
In June 1993 IlASA carried out highly successful
European countries could save hundreds of millions of
laboratory tests of chemical treatment at four wastedollars by chemically upgrading existing plants rather
water plants in Slovakia and Hungary (Options Sept.
'93). In September a three-week full-scale test began
than building new ones.
Many treatment plants in Central Europe are overat the North Budapest plant. The addition of 20 mgll of
loaded. Less than half the municipal sewage receives
FeCISO,, an iron salt al~eadyused atthe plant for sludge
conditioning, enabled it to handle flows more than 60
secondary treatment. Chemical upgrading could double the capacity of existing plants at a tenth or less of
percent above its design capacity. Phosphorus removal
the cost of building new capacity.
rose from 30 to 80 percent. Otherwise effluent quality
Existing plants treat sewage biologicallyafter a preand the rate of sludge production were practically
unchanged, despite the increased flow.
treatment using screens and settling tanks. I f small
doses of common metal salts are added during preEighty percent of Budapest's wastewater goes into
treatment, they stabilize the wastewater flow and cause
the Danube without treatment. New sewage lines and
large particles to precipitate out, offloading the biologpumping stations are under construction. Within two
ical section. The salts remain in the sludge.
years the flow to the North Budapest plant could grow
Chemicals have been used to treat wastewater for
to 300,000 cubic meters per day, well beyond its design
more than 100 years. Early in this century, with advances
capacity (140,000 m3/d).Long-term projections are as
biological techniques, chemical systems generally
high as 460,000 m3/d.These projections, however, are
Stfav~fforvarioamsom
they r m M
-cLw&use&
hliningP
In 1993 a US engineering firm proposed building
In the 1980s experts began re-examiningthe chema $300 million biological treatment plant that would treat
ical option. The attraction was threefold. First, chemi460,000 m3/dto European Union standards. Alternatively
cals are more effective than biological systems at removit would cost about $3 million to chemically upgrade the
ing two increasingly important classes of pollutants:
North Budapest plant, including the cost of improvephosphorus, a major cause of eutrophication, and heavy
ments needed anyway. Treatment capacity would rise
metals. Second, chemical systems are cheap to build,
to at least 230,000 m3/d,possibly enough to meet needs
particularly as upgrades of biological plants. Third, new
for 10 years or more.
chemical techniques, sometimes in conjunction with
Budapest is not unique. Hundreds of plants in Censimple polymers, use low quantities of chemicals and
tral and Eastern Europe could be upgraded chemically,
produce little extra sludge, two problems of early chemincreasing their treatment capacity significantly at a fraction of the cost of new capacity - an affordable interLaszlo Somlyody
Future treatment of wastewater worldwide is likemediate solution.
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and emission reductions might be a long-term goal, but
in the short run it is unaffordable and impractical.
Central and East Europeans must be more creative.
What they lack in financial resources they can offset partially with human resources the countries in the region
have many well-trained technicians and engineers. The
most cost-effectiveapproach is to look at river basins as
whole units; to assess the local hydrology and water
needs, then to develop standards (effluent, ambient, or
a combination) that are achievable and enforceable, and
to tighten them over tlme. A non-uniform strategy is more
difficult to deslgn and implement, but this is where human
resources can tip the balance. Water quality managers
and planners in the region should:

-

use sofl tools as much as possible to reduce water
demand, encourage reuse and recycling, and promote clean production technologies;
balance infrastructuresand close material cycles by
filling in missing stages of the usage chain, especially
wastewater treatment and sludge disposal;

Selected Publications
Books' and Book Chapters
Quo Vadis Water Quality Management in Central and
Eastern Europe, L. Somly6dy: Probabilistic Methods for
Uncertainty Analysis and Parameter Estlmatlon for
Dissolved Oxygen Models, I.Masliev and L. Somly6dy;
Development of Least-cost Water Quality Control
Pollcies for the Nltra River Basin in Slovakia. L.
Somiy6dy, M. Kularathna, and I. Masliev, in Water Science
and Technology: Proceedings of the Seventh Biennial
Conference of the InternationalAssociation on Water
Qualify (forthcoming)
Modeling the Quality of Rivers and Lakes, L Somly6dy
and 0. Varis in P. Zanetti (editor) EnvironmentalModeling,
Volume 1, Computational Mechanics Publicalions, Elsevier
Applied Science
Water Resource Management In the Face of
Climatic/Hydrologic Uncertainty, Z. Kaczmarek, K.
Strzepek, L. Somlyody, and V. Priazhinskaya, editors,
(forthcoming)
An Assessment of Integrated Climate Change Impacts
on Egypt, K. Strzepek et ai. in As Climate Changes:
InternationalImpactsand Implications, K. Strzepek and
J. Smith (editors) Cambridge University Press (forthcoming)

IlASA Reports
Application of Systems Analysis in Water Pollution
Control: Perspectives for Central and Eastern Europe,
L.Somly6dy

use innovative technologies and mixes of technologies, particularly lowdose chemical techniques,
to upgrade existing biological sewage treatment
plants;
build new treatment plants in stages;
manage resources and plan porkieson the river basin
scale; principles and guidelines for defining effluent
standards based on ambient quality should be clear,
unambiguous, and public;
avoid uniform standards and schedules; accept that
in some cases it makes sense to clean up little or not
at all, at least for now.
The road to Western environmental quality will be
long. Water quality managers must live with the paw and
theproblems of reform. Their best chance of success lies
in harnessing local talent to develop and implement
innovative strategies.
LBszl6 Somlyddy

Water Quality Management In Urban Areas: The
Challenge for Central and Eastern Europe, L. Somlyddy
Occurrence of Cllmatlc Varlablllty and Change wlthin
Hydmloglcal Time Sarles: A Statlstlcal Apprgach,
H.T. Mitosek
Cast-Effecthn, Water Quality Management Strategies in
Central and Eastern Europe. L. Somiyddy and C. Paulsen
World Water Resources and Regional Vulnerability:
Impact of Future Changes, S.N. Kuishreshtha
Potentlal Impacts of Climatic Change on Lake and
Reservoir Water Quality, 0. Varis and L. Somly6dy
Cllmatlc Change Impact on Water Resources: A
Systems Vlew, Z. Kundzewicz and L. Somly6dy
Glaclers as Indicators of Cllmatlc Change: Background
and Tools for Modellng, J. Oerlemans
Rlver Basln Water Quallty Management Models: A
State of the Art Revlew. M. Kularathna and L. Somly6dy
Water Quality Management in the Nitra Rlver Basln.
L. Somlyody, I. Masliev, P. Petrovic, and M. Kularathna
Water Quality Management: Can We Improve
Integrationto Face Future Problems?,L. Somly6dy
Chemical Upgradlng and Capaclty Expanslon of the
North Budapest Wastewater Treatment Plant,
L. Somly6dy, S. Murcott, M. KnolmBr, G. Ritter, L. Vass,
and G. Botond

Water Resources and Climate Change
n 1992 IlASA began severaicompiementarystudres
. of cl~mate
.
change and water
resources, using iiASA data sets and mod.
els of climate, populatbn, and agriculture.
Thestudy whidr prduced these i~ust'usfrations
was intended to give an ovewiew 01 water
supply and demand and to indicate regions
that might have waterpmMems a generation
from now. 7he next fwopagesgive brkf svmmaries d a comparison oimodds to project
the impact of climate changes on river basin
runof (water supply) anda case study infegrating the effects of climate change on
hydrological and socioeconomic factors
(water supply and demand). Other studies
included assessments of climate change
impacts on water quality and a global study
of impacts on lake stratification. Working
papers on these studies are available f r m
IiASA.
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Water Vulnerability
oloowingon work begun by Stmn
Kulshreshtha, a PC-based tool
was developed that allows analysis
of different scenarios. Users can
select data or add sets of data, by
country or region, on water supply
(with or without climate change) and
on key aspects of water demand
(population, domestic water use per
capita, GNP, industrial use per unltGNP, agricultural water use and lrrigated area, and livestock water). As
part of the study data were collected for approximately 150 countries.
Developing global scenarios of water
problems is difficult. Accurate estimation of water supply is possible
only at the river basin scale, but most
of the available data are national.
Long-term projection of demand is
even more difficult since projections
of key factors, including population
and economic growth, are inconsistent or unavailable. An IIASA workshop in June will address these and
other issues of water vulnerability
analysis.
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Estimates of wafer vulnerabilityin 1990 and in 2030 under two scenarios, defined
on the basis of water supply per capita and percentages of available water used.
The low scenario assumes the Dutch Central Planning Board's pessimistic (lowest
GNP growth) global economic forecast and IlASA's low projection of population
increase. The hlgh scenario assumes IIASA's high population variant and the CPB's
most optimistic economic scenario. In 1990, 14 countries with a population of 132
million are in the fourth categorv, indicating ~otentiallysevere water stress. The
projections suggest that withh &enerationseven to fiiieen times as many people
could live in water-stressed lands, even without any assumption of climate change.
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Modeling Impacts on River Basins
mong scientists modeling the impact of climate
change on water supply, there is no consensus on
the best techniques to use or the minimum data
needed. A key question is uncertainty in assessments:
how much do data and models contribute?
To explore these issues we analyzed data sources for
one large river basin and also compared the performance
of five different hydrologic models simulating runoff in five
very different basins. The principal goal was to see how
different models project runoff under a wide range of conditions, with varying amounts of data. Other goals were to
assess the importance of space and time scales and to
see whether IIASA's glidded global climate database would
be useful in modeling the impact of climate change on river
basin hydrology.
There are dozens of ways to model runoff in watersheds. The five models were chosen to represent a range
of complexity and methods. Similarly the five river basins
exhibited a variety of climates and conditions, modeling
problems, and sizes, from about 1000 to 300,000 square
kilometers.
In general the differences in model results, using
physically based models, were not so large as to raise
problems for most policy analyses of climate change
impacts. Far greater differences are attributable to the
input data on regional changes in climate, which impact

A

modelers usually take from state-of-the-art general
circulation models (sometimes after intermediate analysis by mesoscale models).
Given the same assumptions general circulation m&
els produce highly variable estimates of changes in precipitation and temperature. When these estimates are put
into hydrological models, projections of changes in runoff
can vary by 100percent; for example, in the Blue Nile River
Basin from a decrease of 13 percent to an increaseof 65
percent. By contrast, the differences in projectionsof physically based hydrological models for any given scenario
typically range from 5 to 15 percent (differences were
much greater between statistical models or simple annual models when looking at responses to climate change).
For two of the basins data were availaMe from detailed
hydrdogical models, making it possible to assess the importance of time scale and model complexity. The conclusion
was that, in assessing climatic impact on annual runoff,
there was little difference between gridded monthly mean
data and monthly time series data. In general, monthly
time steps appear appropriatefor most basins, though this
assumption is sensitive to basin size and hydroclimatic
conditions.
As expected, all models did not perform similarly in
all basins. The percentage of precipitation as snow and
modeling of snow melt were key factors in one basin.

The Impact of Climate Change on Blue Nile River Flow
On the left are projections of changes in average temperature and annual precipitation in the Blue Nile Basin, assuming doubled
atmospheric CO,, by general circulation (climate) models of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, N.J. (red),and
the Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York (black). On the right are calculations of change in annualBiue Nile runoff, using
GFDL and GlSS oulput, by three typical, physically based hydrological models. The runoff projections are broadly consistent for
each set of output; far greater variation is attributable to the climate model oufput, especially projected differences in precipitation.
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An lntegrated Case Study: Egypt
. ,
. .."
x . .
.
ew analyses of climate change and water resources
. -2.
.%+
have addressed the combined impact of simultaneClimate Scenarios
ous changes in water supply, other natural resources,
and social and economic development. This was the purpose of a study by the US Environmental ProtectionAgency
which was recently concluded at IIASA.
The goal was an integratedassessment of the potential impact of a shiftingclimate on Egypt's agricultural sec..
tor, taking into account changes in sea level, water reNile Runoff
sources, crop production, and world agriculturaltrade. The
;
point was not to predict Egypt's future under a changed
climate, but rather to examine the combined impacts on
agricultureof different natural factors and the adaptability
of the economic system.
The work forms part of an EPA study to be published
in 1994. Results of the integration work done at IlASA are
available from the institute in a working paper.
The schematic outlines the maln elements of the
study. Pmj-ns
of climate change were taken from general c~rculationmodels. GCM output was used to model
impacts on global and Egyptiin crop yields and waler use
,. ..
...
.
and chanaes In hvdrdow (Nile River flow: see ~receaina
page). hi cropi~elds&re put into IIASA's Basic ~ i n k e i
System, which models world food supply and trade.
Results from the BLS and other submodels were combined to assess the economics of the agricultural sector
as well as effects on water, land, crop, livest&, and labor.
. ~,.
One output of the integration was the annual consumerPopulation
i.
Sea-level Rise
.
.
producer surplus, a measure of social welfare.
Economics
. s*,
..
The principal conclusion is that climate change will
*'\.
,
,.:,*iAy:.;
-l". ;
. .:,';...?.;
..* ... . ,.,.. , . .,.*q.:,!:.,'.
probably have less impact on the welfare of Egyptian society than changes in population and economic develop% Change from Base
ment. Secondly, the analyses strongly suggest that sectoral studies of climate change impacts could be
misleading.
The chart shows projections of the impact of the
EPA'S low-end-cl~mate-change
scenario (average global
temperature increase about 2.4%. 5 percent more precipitation, and doubled atmospheric M,)
relative to a
no-climate-changescenario. Aside from sea level, all sectors and resources improve; the intuitive conclusionwould
be that this would be good for Egypt. Yet the impact on
the consumer-producer surplus is negative. The reason
(land loss)
is that under this scenario the model projects that other
-1
0
countries would enjoy even greater benefits to agriculture
Sectoral
lntegrated
because of changes in temperature, precipitation, and CO,
fertilization; Egypt's current comparativeadvantage would
A schematic of the model (top) and results of one simulation
be lost. This indicates clearly the danger of imputing cliof impacts of climate change, showing that sectorai studies of
mate change impacts from narrow, sectoral analyses.
climate change impacts can he misleading. Aside from sea
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level rlse, the sectorel impacts are positive; yet the overall
rmpact
'
.on Egypt's consumer-producersurplus is negative.
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Methodological Individualism
and Social Knowledge
In March distinguished economist Kenneth Arrow gave a lecture
at IIASA, the first in a new series named in honor of qalling Koopmans,
an IlASA alumnus and, like Arrow, winner of a Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economics. This is a brief summary of his remarks.

t is a touchstone of economics that
all explanations must run in terms
of the actions and reactions of individuals. Our behavior in judging economic research, in peer review of
research, and in promotionsincludes
the criterion that in principle the
behavior we explain and the policies
we propose are explicable in terms
of individuals, not other social categories.
I want to argue today that close
examination of even the most standard economic analysis shows that
social categories are in fact used in
economics all the time and that they
are absolute necessities of the analysis, not just figures of speech. I further argue that the importance of
technical information in the economy
is an especially significant case of an
irreducibly social category in the
explanatory apparatus of economics.
In usual economic theory, each
individual makes decisions. In one
way or another these decisions interact to determine the workings of the
economy. It is commonly assumed
that the individual decisions form a
complete set of explanatory variables.
This point of view - that it is necessary to base all accounts of economic
interaction on individual behavior - is
called methodological individualism.
Let me take up the case for methodological individualism before arguing
that it is not all-encompassing.
The starting point for the individualist paradigm is the simple fact
that social interactions are after all
interactions among individuals. The
individual in economics is like the
atom in chemistry: whatever happens,

I

it can ultimately be described exhaustively in terms of the individuals
involved.
A market would appear to be an
obvious illustrationof a social system
as an interaction among individuals,
Similarly, the role of the many individual car drivers who choose one
route or another or drive slowly or
rapidly is essential to the study of the
existence and dynamics of traffic congestion.
Marxism and other forms of
social and historical determinism
relied heavily on disembodied actors,
such as classes or national spirits,
rather than on persons. It is a salutary check on any social theory that
the explanations make sense on the
basis of the individuals involved.
Having emphasized the desirability of the individualist perspective
I now want to argue that economic
theories require social elements as
well, even under the strictest assumptions.
The prototypical economic
model, despite all the battering it has
received, is general competitive equilibrium. Individuals and firms take
prices as given. How they choose
inputs and outputs depends on many
factors. But, it is held, these choices
are individual.
Even if we accept this story, there
is still one element that is not individual, namely the prices faced by firms
and individuals. Which individual
chose prices? Informal theory, none;
they are determined on -not by, but
on - social institutions known as markets, which equate supply and
demand.

I

It is surprisingly hard to give an
individualistic explanation for price
formation in a competitive economy.
There are some ingenious stories, all
of which depend on game theory,
which is the closest realization of individualism in economic theory. But it
is very difficult to define competitive
equilibrium as theoutcomeof a noncooperative game.
Consider another economic
model, oligopoly. We have a set of
firms, all producing the same good.
Each firm chooses its output, knowing that by adding to the supply it will
lower the price. The optimizing strategy for each firm depends on the
strategies chosen by other firms. But
how does one firm know what others
are doing? Each firm has an expectation, what Frisch called a "conjecture:' about the others' actions, but
why should they be consistent?This
topic was argued away for a long time,
but it is now very active on the agenda of game theory. It is a problem of
knowledge.
There is another difficulty. What
are the strategies of the players?
Cournot assumed in 1838 that firms
choose quantities. Is it not equally reasonable, as Bertrand said nearly 50
years later, that firms choose prices?
If we assume rational consumers,
they will all buy from the lowest- priced
firm. With only two firms you have
competitive equilibrium.
What this shows is that while the
playing of a game might be individualistic, the rules are given by society.
There is nothing compelling in either
prices or quantities as the strategy
variable; it is a social choice.
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Game theory gets its name, and
much of its force, from an analogy with
social games. Games like chess or
poker have definite rules which are
the result of a social process. But
when we talk about real-life economic games, who sets the rules?
Individual behavior is always
mediated by social relations. These
are as much a part of the description
of reality as individual behavior.
Let me speak about the social
nature of knowledge. The emphasis
in economics in the last 30 years,
sincethe publicationof Robert Solow's
papers, and even earlier, since Jan
Tinbergen, has been on the acquisition of new knowledge. The test of the
individualist viewpoint is to explain
how and why new knowledge is held
by individuals.
New knowledge is acquired in
two ways. One is by observing nature
-this is knowledge new to society as
a whole, not just the individual whether by research or by less formal
procedures. The second way is to
acquire knowledge from other individuals. This can be subdivided into
intended learning, where the party
with the knowledge intends to teach
it or transmit it, and cases where one
individual infers the knowledge of others by observing their behavior.
In each case there are clear
empirical problems with the individualist orientation. Technical knowledge,
and other knowledge too, exists in
social form; in books, for example, or
universities, where professors are
often interchangeable. The mechanism for transmission is a social institution.
Inference from the behavior of
others is even less individualist. The
very existence of a new product is itself a transmissionof information, an
externality. When the atomic bomb
was new, there was great concern
about secrecy; butthe most important
information was that nuclear fission
is possible.
In practice, reverse engineering
and the diffusion of basic unpatentable knowledge imply a much more
rapidtransmissionof informationthan
the mere existence of new products.

,

It is curious that much of the lit- vidual decisions to invest resources
erature over the last 20 years has to produce new knowledge. All eviconcentrated on prices as a source
dence is that this is a matterof growof information. This work is interesting importance.
ing, but you need very strong asAs I have mentioned there are
sumptions to imply that prices reveal two methods of information acquisition. Both seem to fit the individualisprivate information.The revelationof
quality information through social tic paradigm, but it is not so simple.
means is easier to understand than
Because learning from others is so
prevalent and so unavoidable, inforcomplicated inferences from market
prices.
mation is, for the most part, kept priTaking this perspective it may be vate only temporarily. Informationprieasier to think of information breed- vately produced for private gain
ing information, with individualsplay- contributes unintentionallyto thesocial
pool of information. And this pool,
ing only an intermediate role. This is
much like their role wlh genetic infor- which is a social variable, is in turn an
input into both the production of goods
mation. The 19th-century writer
and the creation of new knowledge.
Samuel Butler said: "A chicken is an
egg's way of making an egg"
Information has thus both private and
Models in which tha socially availpublic aspects.
able information is itself the variable
There are more and more examare not uncommon. Models of techples of firms whose primaryvalue is
nology diffusion derive from an earlithe information they possess. This
er tradition in anthropology and socipoints to an increasingly important
ology. The idea is that there are traits,
issue in the analysis of industrial organization: the private property essenin this case pieces of knowledge, in
the possession of one group that
tial to the firm is eroded by public
access to the information. I do not
spread on contact, very much like disease-the modds are mathematically knaw what can be predictedabout the
much the same. There are no prices: future development of firms, but I think
people don't even enter the story,
we are going to see new forms of
though they are obviously implicit.
property with aspects of both private
The so-called new growth ecoand public goods.
nomics incorporates many of the
Methodological individualism has
same elements. If you take the neo- one major implication for information
classical paradigm and assume acquisition, ironically one not very
knowledge is stationary, you should compatible with neoclassical paradigms and particularly not with ratioget diminishing rates of growth. You
cannot explain steady oraccelerated nal choice. Information may be supplied socially, as I have emphasized.
rates of growth in per capita income
in advanced economies.
But to be used it has to be absorbed
individually. The limits of individuals'
We need a discussion of the evoabilities to acquire information are a
lution of new technologies. Part of the
story is of course the dissemination major barrier to its diffusion. This line
of argument leads to Herbert Simon's
of existing information. But clearly sustained growth needs informationnew , concept of bounded rationality, and to
to the entire system. Where does this
the emphasis on learning as a
new knowledge come from?
process In time.
There are two views. One is that
Ihave no easy summary, but I do
conclude that social variables not
growth in knowledge is exogenous to
attached to particular individuals are
the economy. This is equivalent to saying that knowledge produces knowl- essential in studying the economy or
any other social system, and that, in
edge; the rate of growth depends on
particular, knowiedge and technical
the amount of knowledge you already
information havean irremombiysocial
have. The other point of view is that
the increase is the result of endoge- component, of increasing importance
nous economic processes, of indi- over time.
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Basic Research in the
Russian Federation
6 -7 March, Laxenburg,Austria
Three years ago, at the request of the Soviet government, IlASA began
coordinating research inside and outside Russ~aon the management of R&D in the
transition to a market economy Initial work led in 1993 to a seminar for Russian policy makers
and a book of collaborative papers (Options, June '93). This was followed by a study focused,
at the request of the Russian Ministry of Science and Technology Poliq on basic research.
Last March Andrei Fonotov, first deputy minister of science and technologypolicy,
and Wadimir Fortov, chairman of the Russian Foundation for Basic Research,
joined a distinguishedgroup of Russian and Western scholars
to discuss science policy and basic research.
asic science in Russia is on the verge of collapse.
In real terms spending is little more than a third of
what it was three years ago. In 1992 alone some
392,000 researchers andtechnicw, or 16 percent of the
total, left science, mostly for better-paying and more stable jobs in the private sector. Most of the remaining scientists have taken second and even th~rdjobs to supplement their income.
Bills for heating and electricity, unknown in Soviet
times, now take 40 percent of the budget in many research
institutions. Spending on equipment, conferences, and
books and journals has stopped.
Clearly this cannot go on. For Russian policy makers
the question IS, what parts of basic science should be preServed, and what should be allowed to die. Participants in
the workshop d~scussedseveral alternatives that could
help to maintain sc~entiiicactiv~tiesat a reasonable level.
Thev include:

modest outflow would benefit Russia: in the short term it
strengthensties with foreign science, and in the long term
many scientists might return, if and when the economy
improves, enrichedby their time abroad. A parallel was
drawn with the return of native scientists to Taiwan and
South Korea in the 1980s. Western participants recommended that the Russian government try to stay in contact with Russian scientists abroad, track what they do,
and find out what might encourage them to return.
Most Russian participants said that emigration is a
minor issue: the real problem is the internal brain drain.
Some researchershave left their basic research institutes
to work on projects for foreign businesses; they remain
scientists, but disconnected from the local research community. Many more researchers have left science altogether, though they stayed in Russia.
Western participants said that this is inevitable, and
~robablvdesirable. Thousands of talented Russians
becamescientists in Soviet times by default: science was
downsizing the basic research sector;
one of the few outlets for creative people. Now there are
improving efficiency;
opportunities in the private sector and some of these giftpreservation of world-famous scientific schools;
ed people can and should move in that direction. Science's
special assistance to young scholars;
loss will be the economy's gain.
lobbying in representative bodies.
Another a s W of the brain drain, as vet unauantiied,
is the flow of ethnic Russians from forme&ovieirepublics
Less basic research is not necessanly bad. All workback to Russia. Some 25 million Russians, includingmany
shop participantsagreed that Russia can not and should
technicians and managers, live in the "near-abroad."
not support as much basic science as m the Soviet era.
The problem is that the research quality may be falling
Workshop participants identified many sources of inefeven more quickly than the quantity. The current shrinkficiency within Russian science. They called for a better
balance between basic research and applied research and
age is spontaneous and unmanaged; the people leavlng
development. Tradionally the Soviet R&D sector was very
science include some of the best young talent.
There was considerable discussion of human cap~tal good at R, especially basic research, and woeful at 4 the
and the " brain drain." Data o m t e d at the worksho~show
develo~mentand aoolication of technoloaies. Workshoo
participantscontrasted the post-war allocat~onof talent in
that, contrary to conventidna~wisdom, few scientisis have
left Russia (2,100 in 1992,or 1 percent). Some participants Japan, where electrical and mechanical engineering had
said that this figure understates the damage because it 1 prestige and priority, and in Britain, where applied work of
any kind was less esteemedthan basic science. Each had
includes somebf the best scientists. others said that a
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economic conse uences.
Several Wes em ~articmants.~articularlv
those from
the USA, argued that the balance could be Improved
through greater diverslty in funding. In Russiathe central
government still provides92 percentof basic science fundIng; the number IS generally much lower in the West.
Moreover, much of the government funding in the West
comes not from a science-fundingagency but from regular government departments dealing with health, agriculture, defense, energy, transportation, and other matters.
The lack of connections between basic science and
the real economy is largely a problem of organization.
Two-th~rdsof basic science is still in the institutes of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, successor to the Soviet
Academy. Western participantsstressed the needto d i i r sify the sites, in particular to shift much of the work to universities, where basic researchers could mingle with
applied researchers and influencethe education of the
next generation.
This lack of diversity is one of many sources of inefficiency. Others include a lack of equipment, poor communications, weak technical support, and inheritedstructures one participant described the hierarchy of Soviet
science as "near feudal".
Less obvious IS the problem of widespread rentseeking, which prevents efficient allocation of resources.
Russian participants mentioned several examples.
Institutedirectors are reluctant to give accurate financial
data for fear that the government will cut funding if it learns
of outside income, which is now the norm rather than the
exception. For the same reason they are reluctant to
subcontract offiually w~thWestern sponsors, preferring
instead to arrange payment in kind.
There was no consensus on how much effort should
be put into preserving Russia's elite research institutions.
Some participants said that preservation of elite teams
and institutions must be the top policy priority. Others argued that Russia's lim~tedresources should be speni on
young scholars and on applied rather than basic research.
Several new sc~ence-related
programs and institutions have been or will be set up by the government. They
indude independent foundationsto fund basic and applied
research, a series of state scientific centers, and a program for support of small, science-intensive businesses.
Most participantsfelt that, in light of the current crisls, this
was significant progress.
There was no consensus on how to lobby government
and influence support for science. One Russian participant
said that during the 1993 parliamentary election campaign
only three political parties listed support for science as a
priority: the communists, their allies in the Civic Union, and
the Liberal Democrats led bv Vladimir Zhirinovskv.
With all institutions in fiux, it is difficult to know who
and how to lobby. As one participant said, "The crisis of
Russian science is part of the crisis of Russia." An interim
solution might be funding from outside (see box).
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Support of Russian Science:
An Option

R

uss~a'sbaslc science is one of the few legacies of
.
'
the Sovtet era that almost everyone agrees IS worth
saving. At the workshop Merton J. M ,
a professor at
Yale Un'mrsity enelleaderof IIASA's E m i c Transi(ion

andlntegadbnprojcrct~~theGroupofSeven
major indwtrialized nations support basic science in
Russia through the new Ruwian Foundation for Basic
Research. His idea was supported by Russian scholars
and offtclals presenf. Some asp% of his proposal:

No new o m n i z a h s need be created. The founda-

tion was e&bkhed in 1982 and began work in 1993.
lt is palterned on the US National Science Foundation
and is independent of government. The key principle
is Western-style, impartial peer review of proposals.
Overhead is minimal: in 1993.95 percent of the Rb.
18 billion budget (about $20 million) went diI$ctIy to
scientists. (The US NSF budget was ~
$billion.)
2
Suppart of tho &miation would be fetlonally
cost-eff~.Far~~doneWestemphysmt
theE7couldBuppoRateKllllaf
mb Runda
Support for bask research,

support for *plied

s c i e n c e , w o u l d ~ n o ~ ~
researchisaworki@po&itbeneditseveryone,~
critic8 of support for RuSbwuldWno paralialwith

the past-WW IIrebuilding of G m a n y and Japan.
The foundation ofbrs the rlghl ssymbols. lt Isone of the
first successful. Western-style instltutiins of the
post-Swlet era. It is aWtMc8L Rstresses free compe
tiion of ideas and pwe merit U isa Russianfnstbtbn
working in a Held where Rusehns have proven ebilities.
It would be easy to monitor; no standing teams of
Western technocrats would be ne6deU. The fwndabon is compact (42 officers and technical staff) and the
cash flow is uncomplicated. Review of sden&s' proposals (17,745 submitted in 1993.3020 grants) could
be left ta their Russian p w m Expert rdewers from
national
M i s s in @-?wntriw (the
NSF already wotk4 dwly with the foundation) could
check samples to wnfkm that gfante ware awarded
impartially and nat for s w r t of wsk lo a wry narprinoipelly military.
raw list of prosoribedW,
often portwedas Ws motor o
f
~
~There
n is t
wide~readapprecia!bnin Fiussia of this excellence
and b~&mtlonBat the wodd would let it die. Meaningful
supportofsdence,throughthe~ridalion,wwldshow
a commitment to Russia's future.

On the Sectarianism of Science
After ten years at IlASA as a researcher, program leader,
and deputy director, Nathan Keyfitz returned early this year to
Cambridge, Massachusetts, tojoin the Cenfer on American Children of the
American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He made the following remarks
to the IlASA Governing Council in November, 1993, after it adopted
a resolution naming him an Honorary Scholar.
IlASA had always been concerned over the years bringing in biologists oath of secrecy on what they have
learned and sign their names in
with the interdisciplinary study of enviand economists to work at IlASA and
blood, but we certainly have initiation
ronment, but about three years ago
for the most part each did his own
procedures. Students are admitted
thing in disregard of the activities of
you, the Council, decided that we
to graduate school, take courses,
should concentrateon it more inten- the other. Merely having both these
write a dtssertation, apply fora teachsively. You consider, and so do I, that
types in the same building does not
ing assistantship and for research
make the study interdisciplinary. We
the welfare of the planet is important
grants, get promoted to tenure. At
were stuck, not the least because we
for the welfare of mankind, and we
could not understand why intelligent
&erystip they areclosely observed
agree that its problems are beyond
and their further progress
anyone discipline. But Ido not
think you anticipated the huge
dec~dedby members of one
difficulties that we encounsingle discipline - physics, or
geography, or paleontology, or
tered as we tned to follow your
66 Distinguished practitioners,
instruct~on.
economics, or biology.
confronted with an enquirer from
The iroauois of the North
Our little DoDulatlon
American
forest perform a
tion soon arrhed at a crossoutside their discipline, fee/ under no
series
of
tortures
to test the
road, and did not know how to
obligation
to
tell
him
the
whole
truth.
young
man,
to
see
if he IS
proceed: on one side biologists
tough
enough
to
go
on the
tell us that of all the dangers
For an embattled sect, , , , there is no
we face, population growth is
warpath with the hardened
obligation to tell the truth to the infidel,
of the tribe. Ourcanthe world's most threatening.
didate
in
the academy must
while economists, on the other
and certainly one does not give away
similarly
face
the agony of a
hand, say that there may be
secrets to outsiders."
such a threat some time in the
series of examinations that are
our form of torture. The corfuture, but for the moment
porate body of the discipline
there are more urgent matters
that need attention. Without
guards ~ealouslvits exclusive
right to set exahination.6 and to deterincorporating the knowledge of both
people would be so obstinate in their
biology and economics there is no
mutual opposition.
mine who will start up the ladder, who
will rise in it, who will have research
true interdisciplinaryresearch in the
I asked how people who share
field of population. Demography and
a faculty dining room can be unable
grants. The student and then the
to talk about this field - population
young faculty member orient all their
sociology do speak of population, but
where their sciences overlap, even to
effort to the way those hardened
in a neutral fashion that does not help
exchange one sentence in harmony.
senior warriors who control advance
for this purpose. How were we to do
up the ladder will judge him or her.
the research required when the most
I will offer my own answer, and show
how that situation can develop, conNo criticism that comes from outside
distinguished practitioners in the two
sider how each discipline transmits
the discipline need be gwen any hearfields that have the most sharply
defined viewpoints directly contradict
its distinctive culture to succeeding
ing: both ears must be tuned to what
the profession will think. Once the perone another?
generations and so perpetuates it,
how it immunizes itself against outson is accredtted there is no proviWe cannot invent economics and
sion for expelling those who criticize
side influence.
biology anew, but have to use the cenModern academic disciplines do
the discipline or are otherwise disturies-long trad~tionof both if we are
not have midnight initiation ceremoloyal, but they are still kept in line.
to dig into the problems in depth and
nies on a lonely moor, where in ghostThey are still subject to excommunicome up wlth results that will comcation by exclusionfrom the joumals
mand scientific respect. We have tried
ly surroundings the entrants take an
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Nathan Keyfie (left) was awarded the Cross of Honour for Science and Art (First
Class) by the Austrian Minister of Science, Erhard Busek, on 21 December 1993.

and from the higher offices of the professional association.
The first task, then, before we
could do anything else, was to study
the ingrown cultures of the disciplines
to find out why they disagree, and
hopefully to reconcile them, and for
that one has to jump many hurdles.
The language in which their sacred
texts are written is formidable. The
disciplines may not be formally secret
but they exclude outsiders by their
arcane language, a species of p r i i t e
code. Try reading Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine if you are
not a physician or the journal of the
American Economic Association if
you are not an economist. What you
read as an outsider will usually be
meaningless, but if you manage to
grasp its meaning it will seem pointless unless you can connect it with the
larger body of knowledgeof which the
discipline is the custodian. That larger body can only be mastered bysubminingto the gruelling tests- tests of
character rather than of intellect- constituted by courses and d~ssertationin
graduate school.
And the distinguished practitioners, confronted with an enquirer from
outside their discipline, considering
him ignorant in any case, feel under
no obligation to tell hlm the whole ttuth.

For an embaffled sed-some religions
are explicit on this truth is something
governing exchange among the faithful. There is no obligation to tell the
truth to the infidel, and certainly one
does not give away secrets to outsiders. For an outsider to see what the
discipline is about takes effort and
patience. When those brilliant men
and women practitionersset out to put
a good face on their mysteries and
throw the outsider off the scent they
can do so very thoroughly. When the
outsider gets too nosey they do not
shoot him, but they use rough language that is the academic equivalent
of bloodshed. This behavior is entirely appropriate if, as the late Kenneth
Bould~ngsaid, every profession is a
conspiracy against the public.
You now start to realize the troubles to w h i i you have put us with your
instruction to do interdisciplinarywork.
If you had left us with the study of pop
ulation alone we could have behaved
like demographers, and gone on doing
research in the cozy way followed by
demography and every other discipline: essentially by solving problems
that we ourselves set. True interdisciplinary study is not cozy.
An incidentalfeature of our modern disciplines is gerontophagy - eating the old. We old professorsare not
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put in a large pot and stewed over a
fire in the jungle by cannibals, who do
it not because they are short of meat
but rather so that through eating our
flesh they can inherit our strength. But
academics have the equivalent of this
-the young person gains distinction
by attacking the work of the old. That
isacademic youth's way of inheriting
the strength of their seniors.
But to come back to the rivalry
between disciplines, a rivalry no less
intense than that between religious
sects. Or than another ancient rivalry:
that between astrology and religion.
Astrology, a Chaldean science originating 2500 years ago and thus far
older than Christianity, foretold the
future with no reference to divine action. Itsworld was a deterministicmachine in which the fate of each of us is
rigorously determined by which plane& are in-viewat the time of our birth;
there is no guesswork, no arbitrary
action by any supernatural divinity.
The Christian Church, along
with Judaism and Islam, placed the
future in the hands of God. Those
two methodologies for forecasting
configuration of the night sky and will
of God are totally incompatible. The
early Christian theologians heartily
condemned astrology as superstition, and for a time it disappeared,
but it came back in the Renaissance,
and late in the 16th century astrology was popular enough that Pope
Sixtus V issued a formal condemnation. The astrologers knew how to
defend themselves, and have not yet
been vanquished.
Notwithstandingall these oppositions and rivalries, IlASA remains
committed to interdisciplinary studies, studies that make use of the
methods and results of several disciplines to explore an area - population and environment in this case
-that is not embrgced by any one
discipline alone. Ican think of no scientific endeavor that is more worthwhile, and none that is more difficult.
Trying to do interdisciplinary work
has, despite all the hazards, been for
me the climax, the most rewarding
part of ten great years in this unique
institution.
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foreign and domestic markets; and
Russia's actual and potential role in
international capital flows, including
direct foreign investment. A volume of
collaborative papers will be published
by IIASA. Contact: Janos Gdcs

Global Energy Outlook
In collaboration with the World Energy
Council, NASA has begun a study of
energy perspectives to the year 2050.
The study is expected to be an important input to the 15th WEC Congress in
Tokyo. Contact: NebojSa NakidenoviC

Forthcoming Meetings
Sponsoredor cosponsoredby IIASA

Climate Change
Policy Analysis

August 22-24: Advances in Methodology and Software in Dec~s~on
Support
Contact: Jaap Wessels or Marek
Makowski

On behalf of the Austrian Ministry for
Environment, IlASA is identifying and
ranking proposals for measures that
would allow Austria to fulfill international
commitments to limit emissions of carbon to the atmosphere. Contact:
Mafthias Jonas

August 25-26: Decision Analysis for
Water Resources Management: Future
Needs and Challenges. Contact:
Laszlo Somlyddy

European Air Pollution

In March distinguished economist Kenneth Arrow aave the first in a new series
of ~oopmansLectures. A summary of
his presentationbegins on page 13.

With support from the European Union
Commission and CONCAWE,
a research
organization funded by oil companies,
IlASA will analyze control policies and
develop scenarios of emissions and
fuel use to the year 2010. IIASA's principal focus will be on nitrogen oxides
from stationary sources. Contact:
Markus Amann

Full- and part-time

I

IlASA Membership

Mikiko Kainuma (Japan), from the National Institute for EnvironmentalStudies,
Tsukuba, has joined the Methodology
of Decision Analysls project.

At a meeting in June Ule Governing
Council of IlASA approved the
application of two new national
member organizations, the Center
for Strategic Studies of the Slovak
Republic and the Academy of
Sciences of the Republic of
Kazakhstan.

Luigi Marengo (Italy), from the University of Trento, has joined the project
on Systems Analysis of Technological
and Economic Dynamics.

Basic Research i n the Russian
Federation, 6-7 March, Laxenburg,
Austrla. (See page 15)
lnternatlonal Trade Issues of the
Russian Federation, 5-7 May, Laxenburg, Austria.
This workshop was part of a series that
brings together senior Russian officials
and scholars and experienced Western
academics. Topics of discussion included the recent development and structure of Russia's foreign trade; the instability of political regimes, prices, and
enterprise financing and their impact on
the external activities of Russian enterPrises; trade Policy and the roles of tariff and nontariff instruments; currency
markets and exchange rate regimes;
the competitiveness of Russian commodities and industrial products in both

I

I

I

Leslie Morehead (USA), from Portland
State University, has joined the Advanced Computer Applications project.

1

Tomasz Mroczek (Poland) has joined
the Transboundary Air Pollution project.

The following books are now available
from booksellers or from the publishers.

~~~k smith (USA), from colorado
college,
colomdo Springs, has joined
the water ,qesources
project.

Disease Dynamics. A.L. Asachenkov,
G. Marchuk. R.R. Mohler, S.M. Zuev.
Birkhauser. ISBN 08176-3692-7.

~
d parson
~ (canada),
~
~ fromd the
Kennedy school of Government, Hamrd
Uni"er$ity, Cambridge, MassachuseRs,
USA, has joined the project on implementabon and Effectivenessof international~
~
commitments.
~
i
~

International Multilateral Negotiation:
Ao~roachest o the Manaaement of
Complexity. I.W. ~ a r t m & , editor,
Jossey-Bass Inc. ISBN 1-55542-642-5.

Hassan Yousif (Sudan) has joined the
Population project.

..

International
e S t ~ ~~t u r i n gt
~
~ Trade~and R ~
in Eastern Europe. J. Gacs and G.
Winckler, editors. Physica-Verlag. ISBN
3-7908-0759-1.

~

FURTHER INFORMATION
The Office of Communications,
IIASA, A-2361 Laxenburg, Austria.
Telephone +43 2236 71521
Telefax +43 2236 71313
E-mail postmaster@iiasa.ac.at

